ACTIVE SHOOTER AWARENESS
Workplace Training
MASS SHOOTINGS ARE ON
THE RISE. DON’T WAIT UNTIL
IT’S TOO LATE TO PROTECT
YOUR EMPLOYEES.
Mass shootings make the news with frightening frequency.
They can happen anywhere – where we shop, learn, pray,
play or work.
So, you have to ask yourself, “What actions can my company
take to keep our employees safe in an active shooter
situation?” Hopefully, you’ll never encounter an active shooter in
your workplace. But with the right preparation and
strategies provided by ISTS, if this scenario ever does
arise, you’ll be able to avoid a tragedy.

ACTIVE SHOOTER RESPONSE

AT ISTS, IT’S SAFETY FIRST.
AND SECOND. AND THIRD AND ….
ISTS is one of the region’s leading safety consultants.
For over 19 years, we have helped hundreds of companies
create and maintain safe workplaces for everyone involved.

Learn how to survive a shooting event

■

RUN

HIDE

FIGHT

CALL 911 ONLY WHEN IT’S SAFE TO DO SO
EXPERT AND THOROUGH TRAINING
THAT CAN SAVE LIVES.
ISTS breaks down our training into three components to
enhance your chances of survival. In an active shooter
event, we train you how to:

■
■

■

■

98% of Active Shooter Events (ASEs) occur
in small and medium sized communities where
police departments and limited by budget
constraints and small workforces
The average ASE lasts 12 minutes
98% of ASEs are perpetrated by lone shooters,
97% are male
60% of active shooters use pistols, 27% rifles,
10% shotguns
Multiple weapons are used in 41% of cases

RESPOND – We offer proven strategies and actions that
enhance and your run, hide or fight options for surviving
an active shooter event.
PREPARE – We coordinate with your entire company to
develop an Emergency Action Plan, conduct training and
recognize indicators of potential workplace violence.
FOLLOW UP – In the aftermath of a workplace shooting, we
can help your company manage the consequences and
provide helpful and effective resources to help your employees.

To schedule training or for more information
contact us at 502.716.8985
gary@istsky.com • www.istsky.com

